Modules

In Tiki, a module is simply a box of content that can be placed in layout areas (eg: topbar, left, right, bottom, etc) and also in text areas (eg: wiki pages). All modules are included with the default Tiki installation.
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w:hidden">1

mheller-07 Apr 11 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

mod-func-adsense.php MojaveMedia50

- Error

Philippe Cloutier 2010-09-06

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Updated items should have permissions checking mrisch40

- Error

mrisch 2006-06-070

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Javascript toggle is broken mrisch50

- Error

2008-06-072

mrisch-07 Jun 08 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Categories mod breaks browse_categories mrisch50

- Error

Rodrigo Primo 2008-04-252

rodrigo-24 Apr 08 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Since Your Last Visit Module doesn't like gallery comments OmniColos70

- Error

2005-11-220

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Babelfish links module no longer works Danny Staple6424

- Error
2013-02-07
**Solved: Multiple domains to single site modules in the wrong place**

- Usability

2012-11-03
marclaporte-03 Nov 12

**CGI Error based on values in tiki_modules**

- Error
- Feature request

2006-09-18
ragnvald-03 Jul 05

**Incorrect permission check to delete freetags from objects in**

- Error
- Less than 30-minutes fix

Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties2018-03-25

**Calendar Module list view bug.**

- Usability

Roman Zakharenkov2016-07-22

**Blog publish date not recognized by last_blog_posts module**

- Usability

sylvieg2010-03-190

**Expanding the Excersise Plugin so that user data is stored in databases**

- Feature request

2013-03-050

**plugin rcontent causes WSOD**

- Error
- Regression

2009-10-200

**Tikiwiki mailin is broken in 1.8.5; patches are simple, and attached**

- Error
- Patch

swampfox2009-04-101
Module "articles" not filtering for language lang=XX
- Regression

Performance Problem with structure menu
- Regression
- Release Blocker

Switch lang module for anonymous yields blank page + critical error with registered
- Error

Last_tracker_comments gives fatal error on trackerlib.php at Admin > Trackers
- Error

Admin modules broken in 1.10: several module plugins in a wiki page show the same title for all of them (from the first)
- Error

1.97cvs + 1.10cvs: last_tracker_items yields no results even if they exist
- Error

Module my_ledger (CC Mod) not showing balance if using param float=>right
- Error

Module menupage not showing page content but just title "..." and no content inside
- Error

Module last_image_galleries and tiki-galleries.php together produce blank page
- Error
2017-01-121
pagdev-16 Nov 08 module last_tracker_items broken here in dev.tw.o/your+wish+has+been+cast Xavier de Pedro
- Usability
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Regression

2010-01-150
a module would be wonderful for the new slideshow features (mootools and jquery) Xavier de Pedro
- Feature request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

2013-04-220
module calendar (or calendar new) show two letters and not just one for week days Xavier de Pedro
- Feature request

2010-03-311
since_last_visit on doc.tw.o doesn't link to individual new files but to their gallery Xavier de Pedro
- Usability
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Regression

manivannans2013-12-020
perspectives module doesn't show up anymore even if defined in the profile as in TikiFestBarcelona Xavier de Pedro
- Usability
- Regression

2009-09-050
11.x: Cartograf applied shows: failed to execute module in header which worked fine before the profile Xavier de Pedro
- Error

2013-09-111
Module months_links (blog or cms archive) can't display more than 12 months Xavier de Pedro
- Community projects
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Less than 30-minutes fix

manivannans2013-11-021
13.x: Profiles with "random header images" stopped working as expected compared to 12.x Xavier de Pedro
- Community projects
- Regression
Usability

Luis Henrique Fagundes 2010-01-13

Modules